
 
 
 
 
 

11 Responses 
 
Thank you for participating in the 2018 San Bernardino Forestry Challenge.  Without 
your enthusiastic participation, this event would not be possible.  We would like to 
improve this event in the future, and you can help by completing this evaluation form.  If 
you need more room, want to explain an answer, or let us know anything else, 
use the backside! Thank you. 
 
1. Did you find the website well organized and easy to use?  YES 10 / NO 1 
 
2. Do you have any suggestions for improving the website? 
 
3. Please rate the following parts of the event: 
 

Field Training  EXCELLENT  5 GOOD 5  FAIR 1  POOR 0 

Focus Topic & Fieldtrip EXCELLENT  9 GOOD 2  FAIR 0      POOR 0 

Field Testing  EXCELLENT  7 GOOD 4  FAIR 0      POOR 0 

Food / Accommodations EXCELLENT  6 GOOD 5  FAIR 0      POOR 0 
 

Social Activities  EXCELLENT  7 GOOD 3  FAIR 0     POOR 0 
(Night Hike, Rec Center) 
 

4. What was your favorite academic part of the event and why? 
 
3 - Field Test   3 - Training  2 - Fieldtrip 
 
2 - Hands-on Learning  1 - Focus Question 
 
5. What was your favorite non-academic part of the event and why? 
 
5 - Rec Room  4 - Ropes Course  3 - Zipline 
 
1 - Presentation  1 - Night Hike 
 
6. Please provide a one sentence “testimonial” about Forestry Challenge: 

 
“Excellent introduction to forestry management.” 
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“I love that my students can come with no prior knowledge and leave with a 
wealth of knowledge.” 
 
“Forestry Challenge is a fantastic opportunity to learn real-life skills and apply 
them to real-life problems. It is fun, challenging, and out of the ordinary!” 
 
“Forestry Challenge is an amazing opportunity for students to interact and 
engage with one of our most valuable and least interacted with natural 
resources!” 
 
“The hands-on learning and field work experience was both fun and very 
valuable for my students.” 
 
“I’ve been teaching for 26 years and the Forestry Challenge is the best 
fieldtrip/learning activity that I’ve found to challenge students mentally while 
at the same time allowing them to grow as a person and a citizen.” 
 
“Forestry Challenge is a unique opportunity for students to learn about the 
natural world and help land managers best manage our environment for the 
future.” 
 
“Great hands-on opportunity as the students work through a real-world 
problem.” 
 
“One of the best programs to expose students to the science and careers in 
forestry. Very engaging for the students!” 
 
“Students really saw the relevance of what they were learning as the news 
during this time highlighted the importance of their work.” 
 
“This event is just what teachers are trying to accomplish as it teaches 
students real-life connections to what they are learning in the classroom.” 


